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Highlights

08 **Ludicrous laptops**
With Asus’ latest laptops topping out at 240W power consumption, Richard Swinburne asks if there’s a market for such beastly machines.

10 **Fantasy football franchises**
With EA and FIFA no longer playing ball, Tracy King ponders what’s next for the world of football games.

16 **Radeon revisions**
AMD’s two latest GPUs, the Radeon RX 6950 XT and RX 6750 XT, are put through their paces via two top-end Sapphire cards.

22 **NZXT N7 Z690**
NZXT’s latest motherboard retains its signature black or white colour scheme, but is it any good?

32 **Asus ROG Swift PG279QM**
With its rare combination of a 240Hz refresh rate and a 2,560 x 1,440 resolution, Asus’ latest gaming display is quite the powerhouse.

36 **Asus TUF Gaming M4**
Super-light or wireless, Asus’ latest gaming mouse is available in two distinct options, but which is best?

50 **CPU Labs**
Antony Leather puts 12 of the latest processors from Intel and AMD through the works in our massive CPU group test.

74 **Ghostwire Tokyo**
A stunning depiction of Tokyo city centre makes for an incredible backdrop to this entertaining supernatural adventure.

80 **Home comforts**
Finding your home desk setup leaves you sore and frustrated after a long day? Edward Chester explores your options for improving your desk ergonomics.

88 **Response time investigated**
Gaming monitors live and die by how quickly they can respond. Learn what the figures mean and how our new testing will now account for this crucial factor.

92 **Hobby tech**
Gareth Halfacree checks out Nvidia’s latest Jetson AHX Orin, an AI computer aimed at powering robots, drones and other autonomous machines, as well as a new miniature Amiga recreation, TheA500 Mini.

100 **Water-cool your graphics card**
Antony Leather guides you through the process of water-cooling an Nvidia GeForce RTX 3080 Ti Founders Edition and an AMD Radeon RX 6900 XT.

106 **Retro tech**
Rick Lane looks back on the days when computer games came not as downloads but in boxes, and big ones at that.

110 **Readers’ drives**
David Wieland’s brain-in-a-jar inspired computer is a steampunk creation of beauty.
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